Dynamic eye socket reconstruction after extended total maxillectomy using temporalis transfer.
The functional and cosmetic results of the reconstructive surgery after extended total maxillectomy greatly depend on the quality of the orbital reconstruction. In order to achieve good orbital reconstruction, we developed the dynamic eye socket reconstruction using temporalis transfer. In this report, I will present the details of the technique, including tips and innovations for dynamic eye socket reconstruction.Two patients (2 males, aged 70 and 72 years old) who underwent extensive resection of midfacial tumours were treated with dynamic eye socket reconstruction using temporalis transfer. The follow up period was 16 and 102 months. No acute complications were observed. The movements of the upper/lower eyelids including crow's feet were observed and a good shape in the reconstructed medial/lateral canthal area was maintained in all patients.This procedure provides both the eyelids with movement and also a good shape in the reconstructed medial/lateral canthal region. Furthermore, it contributes to achieving satisfactory functional and cosmetic results in the orbital reconstruction.